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Abstract. This paper addresses the issue of motion-based description of video contents
within the framework of the future MPEG-7 standard.
A family of velocity-based similarity measures (VSM) is defined, involving a generic
distance function which can be specified according to the query type. VSM computation
complexity, spatio-temporal alignment problems and translational and homogenous
motion component weighting are the main issues addressed and solved in this paper.
Experimental results, carried out on the MPEG-7 data test set objectively establish that
the optimized VSM proposed here largely outperforms the classic parameter space-based
similarity measures.
Keywords:  Content-based retrieval, MPEG-7 standard, similarity measures, motion
descriptors, parametric motion modeling.
1. Introduction
Considering the huge increase of digital audio-visual data available today, methods for
efficiently accessing and manipulating significant information from large still image and
video databases become a key issue for multimedia applications. Addressing the key issue
of standardizing tools for content-based indexing of audio-visual data, the Moving Picture
Expert Group (MPEG) has recently developed the standard "Multimedia Content
Description Interface" [1, 2], briefly called MPEG-7. By standardizing descriptions of
multimedia data, MPEG-7 integrates within an unified framework most of the last years
achievements in the area of content-based representation.
Visual content representations usually exploit features such as color, texture, shape and
motion. In this paper, we consider exclusively the issue of motion-based representation and
indexing of video data. Motion is a highly relevant feature related to the spatio-temporal
structure of a video and therefore should play a central role within any attempt of content-
based video description. The motion-based retrieval approaches reported in the literature,
may be synthesized within the following four families:
• statistical description of the motion vector distribution [3, 4].
• global motion characterization based upon 2D [5, 6] or 3D motion modeling [7].
• object-based motion representation using trajectories [7],
• object-based motion representation using parametric motion models
 [8, 9].
Object-based parametric motion approaches provide a very compact and accurate
description of a large class of motions. The main challenge consists of defining appropriate
similarity measures between motion models. The research work presented in this paper
specifically focuses on the issue of defining adequate and physically meaningful distance
measures for effective and efficient motion-based retrieval.This work has been carried out within the MPEG-7 development framework. Because
basic MPEG-7 motion descriptors such as camera motion, motion trajectory or motion
activity could not provide a complete description of moving video objects usually
encountered in real life applications, requirements for using more sophisticated
technologies within MPEG-7 have been stated. In order to fulfill them, authors have
promoted the parametric object motion descriptor (POMD). Currently, the POMD is
included within the the MPEG-7 standard.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with motion-based characterization of
visual objects. The MPEG-7 parametric motion descriptor is introduced and the basic
principle for representing motion by using a 2D parametric transform is recalled. We then
define and analyze several similarity measures expressed either in the parametric space or
in the velocity field space (Section 3). Retrieval results, obtained on the MPEG-7 natural
database created by the authors for motion-based retrieval experiments within the MPEG-7
standardization process, are reported and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.
2. The parametric object motion descriptor
Parametric motion models have been extensively used within various related image
processing and analysis areas, including motion-based segmentation and estimation, global
motion estimation, mosaicing and object tracking [5, 6].
The basic underlying principle consists of describing the motion of objects in video
sequences as a 2D geometric transform. Here below we recall the definition of several
motion models currently considered within the MPEG-7 standard :
• Translational (constant) model:
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• Rotation/Scaling model:
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• Parabolic model: 
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• Affine model:
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where v (x, y)  x and v( x ,  y )   y represent the x and y velocity (or displacement) components of the
pixel with coordinates (x, y), assuming a Cartesian coordinate system and where the
coefficients (ai)i are real numbers. Here, model parameters are associated with a Cartesian
coordinate system with the origin at the gravity center of the object.
The parametric model is associated with arbitrary (foreground or background) objects,
defined as regions (group of pixels) in the image over a specified time interval. In this way,
the object motion is captured in a compact manner within a set of a few parameters.
Concerning the parametric motion model estimation, several extraction techniques are
reported in the literature [5, 10] and an overview may be found in [11].
3. Similarity measures
Defining appropriate similarity measures between motion models is mandatory for
effective motion-based object retrieval. The simplest way to define such similaritymeasures consists of directly considering L1 or L2 -based distances in the parameter space.
However, the parameter space-based similarity measures (PSSM) have several strong
limitations: (1) They don’t take into account the specific contribution of each parameter; (2)
A motion parameter space-based distance has no physical meaning [9]; (3) They cannot
provide comparisons between motions specified by different model types.
In order to overcome these limitations, we propose an alternative way for defining a
similarity measure between parametric motion models.
3.1 Velocity-based similarity measures
The principle of the velocity-based similarity measure (VSM), consists of defining
distances between the 2D velocity fields corresponding to  the motion models, based upon
the assumption that similar motions should have similar vector fields.
Let us consider two motion models, denoted by M1 and M2 (which may be translational,
rotation/scaling, affine, projective or quadratic), associated with object regions R1 and R2,
of gravity centers g1 and g2, respectively. The velocity-based similarity measure (VSM),
denoted by ∆ , is defined conditionally to a rectangular grid { } ij p  with sampling intervals of
lengths δ xand δ y, as described in the following equation :
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where Nx (resp. Ny) is the number of grid nodes in the horizontal (resp. vertical) direction pij
denotes the grid node of indices (i,j),  vi denotes the 2D velocity vector at point  i ij g p + ,
corresponding to the motion model Mi  ,  {} i ∈ 12 , , and dv p v p (( ) , ( ) ) 12 denotes a generic
distance function between the 2D velocity vectors. The grid steps δ xand δ y are expressed as
δ xx x LN = / and  δ yy y LN = / , where Lx and Ly are the horizontal and vertical grid sizes (in
pixels).  Lx and Ly should be compatible to the object sizes (for example, the largest
bounding box of the two spatial regions).
Several distance measurements between 2D velocity vectors can be considered:
• L1 norm:
dv v v v v v xxyy (, ) 12 1 2 1 2 =−+− ,
• Directional correlation function:
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• L2 norm:
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• Amplitude absolute difference function:
dv v v v (, ) 12 1 2 2 2 =− ,
• Correlation function:
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22 2 = ,  are two arbitrary 2D vectors,  ⋅⋅, denotes the scalar
product,  ⋅ is the absolute value and  ⋅
2the L2 norm.
The above-mentioned functions lead to different kinds of queries, from low-level queries
where certain dense flow fields are searched (L1 or L2 norms), to higher level queries, such
as "search for objects approaching the camera", "search for objects describing a rotational
motion" or "search for objects translating left" (correlation-based functions), or "search for
high-amplitude motions" (amplitude-based function).3.2 VSM and complexity optimization
For minimizing the computational effort, the number of points Nx and Ny  of the sampling
grid should be selected as low as possible, without altering the discriminative power of the
VSM.
For simplicity reasons, let us consider a circular sampling grid Π , defined as follows:
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The equivalent of the sum in equation (2), for a L2 distance is given by:
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It can be demonstrated [12] that the VSM  ) M , M ( 2 1 ∆  becomes independent of N, for N
even and sufficiently great (starting from Nmin = 4, in the case of affine models and Nmin = 8,
for quadratic models). In addition, for large values of M, the VSM becomes asymptotically
independent of M and depends only of the circular grid diameter.
In many practical situations, when dealing with combined motion, it may be useful to
weight differently the translational and the non-translational motion components. The end-
user could introduce some a priori knowledge when formulating the query, by specifying
the component considered as more relevant.
3.3 Spatio-temporal alignment, component weighting and user profile
Let us consider the affine case. The velocity v(p) at point  p=(x y)  
t may be expressed as
the sum of a constant (translational) term vtand a homogenous term vp hom() (Equation 4).
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Our objective is to define a strategy that could increase the influence of the homogenous
term, adaptively to each type of motion. Pure (homogenous or translational) motions should
be left unchanged. Since a unique component is present for these types of motions,
weighting does not make sense. When dealing with combined motions, the homogenous
term can be considered as predominant without significantly altering the associated vector
field by decreasing the translation term vt . We note that decreasing vt  also reduces the
spatial and temporal miss-alignment problems, illustrated in Figure 1 for two rotations of a
hand with different configurations and keyframe successions selected at different moments.
Figure 1. The spatio-temporal miss-alignment problem.
In order to provide a VSM taking into account the relative contribution of each
component of the overall motion, we first compute the mean  µ and the covariance matrix
Σ  of the resulting vector field over the considered sampling grid.
Let  {} 2 1 max , max λ λ λ =  denote the greatest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix Σ . We
define the relative amount of the homogenous component with respect to the translationalterm of a given parametric motion model as the ratioα
λ
εµ
=
+
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number. We use then α  to adaptively adjust the translational component vt to v
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wherek ≥ 0is a weighting factor to be specified by the user.
Factor  k will adaptively modify the influence of the translational component in the
overall motion. For pure translations, the translational component will not be modified
since  α = 0. The pure homogenous motions will not be affected by the scaling of the
translational component, since vt is already zero. For combined motions, higher values of k
will decrease the influence of the translational component in the overall motion.
An easily tractable version of the VSM is now available for performing some motion-
based retrieval experiments.
4. Motion-based similarity retrieval results
Experiments have been carried out on the MPEG-7 natural database, created by the
authors and donated to ISO for evaluation of motion descriptors within the framework of
the MPEG-7 evaluation procedures (Core Experiments). The database includes 214 short
(up to 40 frames) sequences, each of them corresponding to an unique and individualized
gesture. Four signers have contributed to create this data set and the same gestures have
been generated for different hand configurations, i.e. relative finger positions. The signers
have been asked to perform gestures such as translations, rotations in the image plane,
zooms (the hand approaching the camera or moving away from the camera) and "3D
rotations" (rotations performed in the 3D space, outside the image plane). In this way, the
resulting gesture database can be structured in several categories gathering similar motions
and therefore is suited for motion-based retrieval testing. The natural database has been
categorized within 24 categories (Table 1).
As the POMD should be associated with a spatio-temporal region, we have selected a
keyframe succession, located in the middle of the sequence and considered as
representative.
Here,  ε  is set to 0.01 while values of k range in the interval [0, 30]. The selected grid
sizes are Lx = Ly = L = 200 pixels.
Figure 2 illustrates the first five retrieved motions for a zoom-out query, sorted in a
decreasing order from top to bottom. We note that similar motions are successfully
retrieved, despite the different hand configurations and sizes.
In our experiments, quite stable results have been obtained with parameter k ranging in
the interval [10-30]. Results presented here have been obtained with the following
parameters: Lx = Ly = 200, Nx = Ny = 8 and k = 15.
In order to illustrate the influence of the translational component weighting, we have
performed the same query, with k = 0,  i.e. the translational component becomes
predominant. In this case, an outlier corresponding to a zoom-in motion has been
introduced on the fourth retrieved position. For values of k greater than 30, the results
seriously degrade, especially for motion within the translation categories. These motions
are often estimated as rotations with critical point located very far from the object gravity
center (5 to 15 times the size of the bounding box). For large values of k the translational
component is completely eliminated and the homogenous components are too unreliable for
allowing the discrimination of such motions. Moreover, translational motions of opposite
directions are found similar in this case, the orientation information disappearing togetherwith the translational component. This demonstrate that the spatio-temporal alignment
issues should be considered conditionally to the object size and type of motion, and
validates the adaptive weighting mechanism proposed in this paper.
Figure 2. Similarity retrieval results for a zoom-out query (VSM, distance L2, k = 15).
Some results corresponding to a clockwise rotational query are presented in Figure 3. We
note that despite the obvious spatial and temporal miss-alignments (visible on the optical
flow images presented in the first column and representing the velocity fields on the object
mask corresponding to the selected keyframe succession) similar motions are again
successfully retrieved.
Figure 3. Similarity retrieval results for a rotational query (MSSCV, distance L2, k = 15).
For objective evaluation of the proposed VSM in terms of retrieval performances, we
compute the Bull-Eye Percentage (BEP) score. The BEP is defined for each query as thepercentage of correct matches (i.e. items within the same category as the query) among the
2Q top retrieved results, where Q denotes the size of the considered query category. After
computing the BEP scores for each categorized item in the database, an average BEP is
computed for each category. BEP scores for each category and for (1) PSSM with the L2
norm and (2) VSMs with L1 and L2 norm and the directional correlation (CD) function, are
presented in Table  1. Finally, the global mean BEP scores over all the categories are
reported in Table 2.
Category Bull-Eye Score
(%)
Category Bull-Eye Score (%)
PSSM VSM PSSM VSM
                   Q L2 L1 L2 CD             Q L2 L1 L2 CD
Trans. N 66 1 5 9 6 1 8 4 Clock. rot. 16 46 84 83 100
Trans. NE 8 58 52 54 68 Counter-clock. rot. 16 52 67 67 89
Trans. E 21 72 77 77 92 Zoom-in 94 08 3 8 75 9
Trans. SE 6 61 56 54 67 Zoom-out 93 59 3 9 56 4
Trans. S 6 72 72 73 88 3D vert. left-right 73 05 7 5 97 5
Trans. SW 7 79 75 77 89 3D vert. right-left 10 40 81 81 75
Trans. W 18 71 71 71 97 3D horiz. top-down 52 84 0 4 74 3
Trans. NW 9 55 60 59 78 3D horiz. bottom-up 52 04 7 4 36 8
Non-affine 11 31 36 36 44
Table 1. Bull-Eye score similarity retrieval results for the natural gesture database.
Similarity measure: PSSM VSM
Distance function: L2 L1 L2 CD
Global mean BEP scores: 50 65 66 75
Table 2. Global mean  BEP scores over all the categories of the natural database.
The retrieval results globally show that:
• The VSM-CD offers the best selectivity, with a global BEP score of 75% and persistence
of high retrieval rates even for categories with a significant variability in term of motion
amplitutude,
• the VSM-L1 and VSM-L2 present quite similar behaviors (with global BEP scores of 65
and 66%),
• The PSSM retrieval performances fall to a global BEP score of 50%.
A deeper analysis of the results in Table 1 shows that the VSM improvements are even
more important for categories including non-translational 2D motions (rotations and
zooms). The average BEP score, computed over the rotation and zoom related categories,
increases of 40%. This objectively points out that non-translational motions can be
effectively described by means of a 2D parametric motion model.
When dealing with 3D motions, a significant improvement of the retrieval results is
obtained in the case of vertical 3D motions, while poor results are yielded in the case of
horizontal 3D motions, due to the non accurate estimation of these last types of motion. For
non-affine motions, the VSM-based retrieval rate, even though very low, is greater than the
corresponding PSSM rate. This simply emphasizes that affine motion modeling is not
appropriate for describing such complex motions.
Finally, as expected, when dealing with translational motions, the VSM and PSSM
retrieval rates are equivalent.
In summary, our experiments objectively establish that VSMs perform better than PSSMand significantly improve the retrieval result consistency with respect to the query motion.
This also demonstrates that spatial and temporal alignment issues have been well-handled.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents innovative results for motion-based similarity retrieval. The motion
of generic visual objects is described by using 2D parametric motion models, which
provide a compact and effective tool for addressing a large class of motions. Identifying the
key issue of defining appropriate similarity measures between parametric motion models,
we propose several similarity measures based upon distance functions between the 2D
velocity fields associated with motion models. The high retrieval scores achieved upon the
MPEG-7 categorized gesture database validate our method and show significant
improvements of the retrieval rate with respect to other similarity measures such as distance
functions between motion parameters.
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